In February 1943, S. E. Ridge, an ordinary seaman aboard HMS Ganges, then docked at Ipswich, wrote to fifteen year-old Doris Dockrill to thank her 'very much for your presents which I received from the Streatham Comfort Fund today. Sorry I can not write much to you, as I do not know weather [sic] you are a miss or a mrs which makes a lot of difference in letter writing as you must know.' 1 While many of the dozens of servicemen who wrote to Doris Dockrill between 1940 and 1945 sent a straightforward note of thanks, for many others, like Ridge, their focus slipped beyond gratitude to engage with Doris as a young woman. Some expressed a romantic interest, asking her age, if she was single, whether she would please send a photograph, even whether she would be available for a date next time they were in London. For some girls, letters from servicemen were less benign. In the same year, five seamen aboard the training ship HMS Collingwood were charged with sending obscene literature through His Majesty's post. According to fellow rating Dennis Maxted, the men had been writing to a girl in Glasgow and 'telling her all the things they were going to do with her and to her, sexually of course, and her father found 'em and reported 'em to the Commanding Officer…' 2 As with Doris Dockrill, the likely context for such correspondence was the comforts fund, a 'knitting party', organised in neighbourhoods, schools, and workplaces, usually comprised of women and girls
who provided letters of support and woollen and other 'comforts' for men in the forces.
The Second World War saw the emergence of thousands of such 'knitting parties'. 3 The practice of sending voluntary aid, including knitted 'comforts', to unknown servicemen had been pioneered by the newly-formed Central British Red Cross Committee during the South African Wars, and in the early decades of the twentieth century co-existed alongside the more traditional practice of individual women and girls knitting for servicemen who were their own family members. 4 After 1939, however, the Red Cross became one of a number of governmental and voluntary organisations which supplanted these ad-hoc familial arrangements on a grand scale. Others included the Catholic Women's League, the National Union of Townswomen's Guilds, the Women's Institute, which organised whist drives to fund wool purchases for knitting parties, and the Women's Voluntary Services (WVS, later the WRVS), members of which distributed wool and collected and stored finished garments in their local Comforts Service Depots, where they were sorted for distribution to service personnel both in Britain and abroad. 5 Despite the social class and party-political dimensions to such work, 6 wartime knitting is most accurately understood as a 'gender appropriate political expression' which enabled women to support the war effort through the deployment of their domestic skills. 7 At a time when so many women had moved into occupations that were previously designated men's work, the knitting of 'comforts' also had a potentially reassuring function, 8 placing women in the traditionally feminine role of men's helpmeet, and with responsibility for maintaining familial and social networks. 9 Indeed, popular representations of, and exhortations to engage in, wartime knitting which focused almost exclusively on women knitting for men, obscured not only the existence of men who knitted 10 and servicewomen who did not receive knitted comforts despite doing similar jobs to men (for example, in the ARP), 11 but also the initial development of such associational initiatives as a means to address levels of anxiety among women, 12 that is, for the comfort of women themselves. Women knitting for servicemen, as family members and as strangers, can be seen as one side of a 'gift relationship' which was structured in terms of wider gendered obligations, commitments, and anxieties. 13 The recipients of such comforts, even when anonymous, were similarly obliged to be 'worthy' of such investment.
This article explores sex, gender and romantic intimacy in letters sent by servicemen to women knitters who were strangers to them. While there is an extensive scholarship on servicemen's wartime letters, the focus has largely been on correspondence between people who were already emotionally connected to each other. Great War historians have emphasised that letters between family members were a crucial means by which men gained emotional sustenance and remained in touch with home and with 'the identities they had left behind on enlistment'. 14 In his study in the history of emotions, Michael Roper has used Kleinian psychoanalysis to examine the place of the domestic and the familial in the emotional resilience of young unmarried soldiers at the Front, as expressed in their letters to their mothers. 15 In correspondence forged via many of the comforts funds, however, men were not in role as sons, husbands or boyfriends. The constraints that came into play when writing to a known addressee -not to make a mother too anxious, for example -did not apply. As Roper has argued, '[t]he person being imagined and addressed brought some states to mind, suppressed others and left others unthought.' 16 The letters that men wrote to unknown women and girls were to imagined recipients, making it all the more interesting that so many chose to write in a romantic register, to the potential girlfriends of their imaginations, and possibly from the selves of their imaginations also. As Margaretta Jolly has claimed, intimate letters provide a space in which to explore and assert 'new selves and desires. ' 17 In composing romantic letters to girls and women who knitted, men were drawing on tropes in the wider culture. As Claire Langhamer has recently argued, the Second World War represented an 'emotional watershed' in the mid-twentieth century as understandings of love and marriage moved away from a focus on material circumstance, epitomised by the careful economic and emotional planning of the engagement, to prioritise the thrill of romance and sexual and emotional connection. 18 During the war, established courtship patterns were disrupted, as young people moved 'outside the orbit of parents and community', working away from home in the services or in war work and frequenting new venues such as pubs and dances held specifically for servicemen. 19 The scope for meeting potential romantic partners was one of the thrills of wartime. The emotional intensity wrought by wartime uncertainties and anxieties was further bolstered by the popularity of torch songs (sentimental songs typically about unrequited or lost love) and the Hollywood emphasis on heartache and excitement. Screen images of American men as lovers preceded the arrival of US servicemen in Britain; 20 airmen in the modernised RAF also acquired an erotic allure. 21 While romantic letters to knitters of comforts were not love letters 22 -they were not written to an established partnerthey nonetheless carried 'the weight of the reader', 23 and were performative, attempting to enact an often romantic intimacy between writer and recipient. 24 Recent scholarship emphasises the importance of reading letters not just for their content, as sources of information, but as a cultural practice shaped by social context and involving 'scribal cultures' and 'codes, rituals, grammar and rhetoric.' 25 A key feature of scribal cultures in the armed services is that letters were often shared; in some cases, as suggested by the actions of the sailors in the opening paragraph, replies were jointly authored. In addition to a function as sites of individual fantasyrevealing a serviceman's hopes for the future or, as in the case of British POWs in Europe, enabling a proximity to normality that made the present more bearable 26they also had group significance. The contents of the sailor's 'ditty box', where letters were kept, was an ambiguous space, apparently private and individual, but also patently for public display and discussion, contributing to a deliberate performance of masculinity for other men on the lower deck. 27 In the article that follows, letters from servicemen to unknown women who were providers of 'comforts' are used to explore two themes. Firstly, I bring together two seemingly contradictory discussions of wartime masculinities. On the one hand, is the growing scholarship which builds on Sonya Rose's pioneering exploration of representations of the 'temperate heroism' of the military man in the Second World War as the apogée of desirable masculinity. 'Temperate heroism' was a cultural ideal which drew together the simple bravery of the combat soldier and the understated qualities of the ordinary 'little man' of interwar constructions of Englishness: kindly, homely, good tempered, a family man, emotionally reticent, with a sense of fair play and decency, courageous 'when necessary'. 28 A reaction to the mass slaughter of the Great War and part of a retreat from exalted 'heroic' notions of manliness and martial masculinity, 'temperate heroism' was further defined against the perceived hyper-masculinity of the Nazis and the effeminacy of conscientious objectors. This was a 'hegemonic masculinity': while 'not assumed to be normal in the statistical sense [as] only a minority of men might enact it … it was certainly normative. It embodied the current most honoured way of being a man, it required all other men to WW2 servicemen's letters 6 position themselves in relation to it…' 29 The ideal of the 'temperate hero' remains central to recent studies which have examined various wartime hegemonic and nonhegemonic masculinities in greater depth, adding nuance to our understanding of military masculinities and extending the focus of research to include civilian men. 30 And yet, representations of 'temperate heroism' collide most brutally with evidence of the normativity of predatory male sexuality and even sexual abuse of women in wartime, both in combat and on the Home Front. Looking across the twentieth century, Dagmar Herzog argues that sexual violence was 'standard operating procedure' in wartime, serving different functions in different contexts: as entertainment, as a bribe to induce men to fight, a male bonding activity, and to enforce women's compliance in camps. 31 Even though it was the Germans who, as during the Great War, 32 were represented as rapists, there is evidence of atrocities committed by Allied servicemen, including the Americans in France, the British and French in Italy and the Soviets everywhere. 33 As Joanna Bourke argues, using Bakhtin's words, sexual violence was an 'authorised transgression' which officers expected of their men and for which they would cover up. 34 Such practices extended beyond the immediate theatres of war. British servicewomen on the receiving end of predatory behaviour were forced to develop strategies to manage unwanted sexual attention, in some cases resorting to carrying hatpins to fend men off or, as with the censors in the WRNS, for example, sharing knowledge gleaned from men's letters to would-be girlfriends. 35 Newspaper reports reveal the fear that members of the armed forces were responsible for an increased number of sexual assaults on civilian women. 36 Sexual assault by civilian men also increased during the black out. 37 We know of these incidents despite the silencing of evidence by sexual and moral WW2 servicemen's letters 7 norms, including notions of honour which saw death as preferable to rape, 38 Secondly, the article addresses current critiques in the history of masculinity of the neglect of working-class masculinities 42 and the tendency to focus on cultural scripts/discourses about masculinity rather than what men actually did or felt. 43 In focusing on the behaviours and identities of servicemen as demonstrated by the act of sending romantic letters to knitters, this article contributes to a growing body of research that moves beyond discourse and representation to 'reconnect with that earlier curiosity about experience and subjectivity' while also holding onto the valuable recognition that 'experience is always mediated through cultural understandings'. 44 This article draws on three collections of letters from servicemen to women and girls who knitted for them as part of their patriotic duty to explore the dynamics of the wider culture which included, at one extreme, understandings of predatory sexual behaviour as 'normative', and at the other, the use of comforts funds to make contact with potential romantic partners. Firstly, the letters to Doris Dockrill, teenage tobacco factory worker and champion knitter from Wandsworth, South London, reveal the motivating emotions for men's letter writing, including a desire for romance. A second Imperial War Museum collection, from Sam Gibbs, a North Sea fisherman turned minesweeper, explores a more performative approach to romance. For Gibbs, a happily married father of five, romantic letters formed an explicit mechanism for maintaining morale during the war. This section explores how Gibbs' performativity both consolidated feminine and masculine identities through romantic epistolary acts while also creating space for a new representation of himself as a working-class writer. Finally, a third case study demonstrates that such performativity could be put to less noble ends. Focusing on the letters from a stoker in the Royal Navy to an East Midlands schoolgirl, this section explores an instance of men making use of their anonymity and mobility to engage in a sexually explicit, even abusive, correspondence with a young knitter. Letters from servicemen recipients to unknown girls and women are thus a rich source for exploring issues of sexuality, romance and masculinity, both temperate and intemperate, during the Second World War. I WW2 servicemen's letters 9
The vast majority of letters from servicemen to female members of comforts funds are single, straightforward, and brief expressions of gratitude. Some men provide a little detail about the context which made the comforts so welcome, many emphasising their far-flungness and their discomfort, isolation, and boredom. For example, C. Hitchison of the Merchant Navy told Mrs Sansome of the Sutton Coldfield Comforts Fund that he had received clothes after his ship was sunk and he had swum in the cold sea for one and a half hours. 45 Many men also cite the fact of being remembered and cared for as of primary importance to them. Private A.
Wheeler of the BEF wrote to Mrs Steggal of the Streatham Comforts Fund to
express his gratitude for the gloves he had received. It was 'bitterly cold' where he was and '[i]t is very nice to know that the people back in England are thinking of us and looking after us so well.' 46 Recipients are sometimes nostalgic, prompted to remember aspects of their civilian lives by letters which are also material artefacts 47 and as such, physical tokens of belonging. 48 On receiving a parcel from the Streatham Fund, Peter O'Dwyer, aboard HMS Nairana, reminisced about nights at the Locarno: 'right now I give anything for a walk along the high road and a stroll round Tooting Bec on my next leave.' 49 As Jenny Hartley writes, 'The letter guarantees and authenticates -or seems to -sincerity and intimacy. In wartime the status of the individual is fragile and vulnerable: sent among strangers, regimented, uniformed and facing danger and perhaps death. In these circumstances, the "warm" genre is particularly welcome.' 50 While men clearly felt lonely and isolated, it was more than human contact and a sense of care that many wanted. They saw in these letters an opportunity for forging romantic relationships. Doris Dockrill, a teenage girl and skilled knitter from Wandsworth, South London, who knitted as a member of Streatham Comforts Fund, received many such letters in response to the scrap of paper she enclosed with her comforts which contained her name and address and a brief 'good luck' message. 51 Dozens of servicemen replied; Dockrill's papers contain letters from men located across the United Kingdom and beyond, for example, in the Middle East, Gibralter, and Sierra Leone.
In terms of asking for a date, very few were as upfront as R. W. Warrame, a sixteen year-old boy in the Home Guard, who wrote to thank Doris for his skull cap:
'PS Could you possibly make a date for the pictures one night. I am 16 years old.
Will be glad to hear from you, Ron.' 52 Other correspondents at least began by couching their offer in terms of taking Doris out as a 'thank you' for her knitted comforts. By the second or third letter, many men asked for a photograph. Albert Duffin repeatedly asked Doris for 'a snap-shot of yourself', prefacing this in his second letter with his 'feeling we will be quite good friends I do hope so.' 53 
Eric
Bowring on SS Ingman also wanted a photo and tried to woo Doris with a promise of a gift: 'I don't suppose you would say no to a pair of stockings.' He might be able to get leave if she wanted to meet up, he told her, and asked if she was engaged or had a steady boyfriend. 54 55 (Hunt was later exposed as a cad: he cancelled the date due to his long-term girlfriend arriving in the city. 56 Doris's choice to end the correspondence at this point suggests that she did not share the relaxed view of infidelity that is evident in other sources. 57 )
As Michael Roper argues, letters reveal a great deal of emotion, even unconsciously, in their structure and syntax. 58 there is not many years between. We can always be friends anyhow. You can see for yourself when we meet, that is if you agree to. I shall be very disappointed if you don't.' 64 These letters reveal that men's emotional lives were conducted not only in the context of established bonds but in relation to anonymous 'comforters' via the possibility of romance. . Men appear to have expressed different emotions to strangers. The airmen studied by Martin Francis could not confide their fears to other men, but did so to women, as nurses and lovers as well as wives. 65 Joan Wyndham wrote of her airman lovers shaking with fear and crying in her arms the night before they were due on 'ops'. 66 As Christa Hämmerle has argued in relation to the First World War, such letters from men at the Front are not only about the maintenance of civilian identities and bonds; they are a 'performative act', expressing love and other associated emotions like care, trust, desire, jealousy, and hope, attempting to enact a connection with the recipient of the letter. 67 In this sense, they are comparable to nineteenth-century engagement correspondence in terms of making use of an opportunity to explore desire and develop a relationship outside of family and community involvement. 68 At the end of the war, clearly in response to a self-deprecating comment of Mollie's own, Stewart insisted: 'Don't kid yourself "Molly", the B. knitters done there bit just the same as my gang, this war was won by "moral", just people having faith that every little help's.' 73 The trawlermen acknowledged the Maidenhead women's lack of experience in making some garments and were directive and encouraging regarding their knitting practice. 74 They all want socks, Gibbs told Mollie, suggesting she work to a size 9. He later asked for a sweater, which when it arrived was perfect except that the arms were too long. The helmets fell over their faces; could they have woollen hats instead? He shared with Mollie a cheaper way to make mittens and said that as they wore short wellingtons in the Navy, the boot stockings didn't need to be quite so long; she could save a third of her wool. 75 He was also perfectly at home with some gentle ribbing at some sea-boot stockings he didn't consider quite fit for purpose: 'I had to smile when I saw the stocking without heels but one cannot look a gift horse in the mouth.' 76 As Gibbs suggests here, the personalised efforts of women knitters -the intimacy and nurture, the attempt to counter the standardisation and lack of comfort associated with regulation clothing -were more important than the quality or utility of all of the knitted items. 77 Indeed, some of the men had experience of knitting. Bill Stewart, for example, told Mollie that he had taught his own daughter to knit and was the happy recipient of 'a scarf that was an admiration of the fishing fleet only I had to wait until dark before I could wear it, it used to dazzle everybody's eyes.' 78 There is a profound sense of teamwork at play here: 'You keep the needles going and we'll do our best to keep you in food by keeping the seas clear for the Gallant merchant men.' 79 As is maybe suggested by the use of the word 'gallant' above, and again in keeping with wider cultural scripts of wartime, Gibbs saw romance as having a morale-boosting function and as a key means of maintaining all of their spirits. As well as being 'the squad of knitting ladies', Mollie and her group were 'our Girl friends in the knitting squad.' 80 with whom he had been in correspondence for some months. They had not metshe was based in Nottingham -but they had exchanged photographs ('she looks a peach'). He elaborated on this relationship the following year, telling Mollie that Joan had been moved near to Newcastle and they were planning an afternoon and evening out together. 'This girl friend hasn't got a boy and she is over 20,' he wrote. 'I always write to her as a sweetheart, just to let her feel someone thinks a bit about her. I wrote her some lovely love letters but she knows I'm married and that doesn't worry her she has more sence than take any serious so we're just 2 good war pals.' 82 Gibbs was not looking for a lover: 'I've a good sweetheart waiting at home', he told Mollie. ' We have been sweethearts now 23 years. We started courting while we were at school and I never had no other girl….' For Sam, the performance of romance, including flirtation in letters and the occasional date, whether with a married mother of two or a young, single woman, was part of keeping up spirits during the war. His because they are in love; but perhaps they also love because they write.' 87 Sam told Mollie that he could write more than he could ever talk if he met her; although he could adapt himself to any company, he was 'on the shy side'. 88 But 'I love writing to someone who can appreciate a letter', he wrote in December 1940, and two months later: 'I think letter writing is my favourite sport'. 89 Janet Altman has written about the 'epistolary pact': that the knowledge that the writer is calling for a response is central to a correspondence; that relationship is integral to an exchange of letters. 90 It is this pact that in part gives letters what Danny was already married. In this case, what started as a 'thank you' note for knitted comforts turned into a series of love letters that then become part of a process that we would now refer to as sexual grooming: Jim was feeding Norah false information about his brother in order to persuade her to 'give in' to his sexual advances. As Jim's letters reveal, he was very aware of the high premium placed on girls' reputation, as well as the importance to Norah of her 'respectability'.
II
Jim's letters to Norah follow a similar, if condensed, pattern to that described in the discussion of letters to Doris Dockrill, above: alongside gratitude and his references to his location on a minesweeper in the cold North Sea, he squeezes into his first two letters questions about Norah's hobbies, school life and plans for the future, requests for a photograph, and a check on whether she has a boyfriend. 94 Over subsequent weeks, the dating profile comes to the fore: Jim came from a working-class family in the south of England similar to Norah's own, was the only one of his siblings not to go to the local grammar school, had joined the Navy in 1937 and had seen tours of duty in the Mediterranean, North Africa and Middle East, and his interests and hobbies included cricket, boxing and football, sentimental tunes and comic operas, novels by Rider Haggard and Warwick Deeping, and Hollywood films and actresses. 95 As with letters to Doris Dockrill, it was Jim who stepped up the intimacy between himself and Norah. His letters soon become more flirtatious than any written to Doris and they are less explicitly performative than those from Sam Gibbs Correspondence with girls was an important part of mess culture across the services. As Emma Newlands argues, 'describing "moments of passion" and reading love letters to one another' operated as a means of sexual release for men, while stories of sexual prowess were 'prized masculine trait[s]' and important for bonding;
for the creation of what Ben Wadham has termed the fratriarchy. 98 Even though Jim appeared to distance himself from common representations of sailors -telling Norah that he always went on shore leave alone, for example -he nonetheless wanted to be one of the boys. Asking for a photograph to keep rather than just exchange, he explained that 'my writing box looks a bit bare without a girl's photo.' 99 Later the same month, he requested 'a lock of your hair, it is a common thing in our ship and I would like to be in fashion. 100 While we have no way of knowing how Jim experienced life on board the ship, the nature of the male bonding or his relationships in the stokers' mess, his focus on sex and romance is in keeping with other accounts. Despite the domestication of sailors during the nineteenth and twentieth centuries as they were transformed in popular representations from 'Casanova Jack' into ideal working men, patriotic defenders of the nation and dutiful husbands and fathers, 101 oral history interviewees reveal the prominence of sex in individual lives, in terms of both the Navy's initial appeal and men's early experiences of service. 102 The men also reveal a range of private responses which were sometimes quietly at odds with the hyper-masculinity which characterised lower deck life. Bill Batters, for example, pushed into a sexual initiation with a young prostitute in Argostoli, Kefalonia in 1937, reported feeling privately ashamed of the encounter, but did not let on to the shipmates who greeted him 'like a young lion'. 103 This underscores the power of dominant masculinities. While men sometimes felt differently from what was suggested by their behaviour, as Peniston-Bird has argued, they 'did not have a choice whether to conform or reject hegemonic masculinity: they positioned themselves in relation to it.' 104 Despite any plurality of masculinities, most men would be complicit with dominant forms in order to achieve the 'patriarchal dividend'. 105 The While we cannot know whether Jim's early requests for schoolgirl photos, or indeed, his later request for a 'souvenir', were part of mess-room banter, he and Danny's wartime environments appear to be factors in bringing particular behaviours to the fore. In a letter written in 1947, when Danny had been demobbed and was a father of two, and Jim still had a few years left of his twelve year contract, Jim wrote to Norah to apologise for the way he and his brother had behaved. 'Many times during and after the war we have talked about you and the terrible and most ungrateful way we treated you and we both apologise and wish you all the happiness in the world.' 111 Although in subsequent letters Jim reverted to sexually explicit material -launching into his 'wide experience with girls all over the world', for example, asserting that he thinks he'd have 'gained a yes' if he'd been in Danny's shoes, telling her that men go elsewhere if they don't get what they want -the apology is interesting. The shape of the correspondence suggests that it may well have been Danny, newly re-integrated into a civilian life peopled by women and noncombatants, who was now ashamed of his wartime escapades. As Joanna Bourke has argued in relation to sexual violence, the dominant wartime justification for rapethat 'you can't stimulate and let loose the animal in man and then expect to be able to cage it up again at a moment's notice' -disappeared in peacetime as the emphasis shifted to a focus on individual pathology. 112 While the brothers' treatment of Norah was understood in postwar Britain as an individual wrong-doing, during wartime it was enabled by some of the same factors that facilitated a range of atrocities. 113 These factors included anonymity and the homosocial environment of an airbase or a ship, where normative masculinity required a particular performance of interactions with women, including stories of sexual prowess, photographs on ditty boxes, and bonding over letters to girls, such as the letter to the Glaswegian girl in the introduction. 114 It is possible that Jim, who had signed up in the pre-war Navy in 1937, was exposed over a longer period to attitudes that were potentially less temperate than those of men like his brother, or Gibbs and Stewart, who were 'hostilities-only' servicemen hoping their service would be a temporary disruption in their working lives. Evidence concerning sex and romance suggests that Martin Francis's argument that there existed a 'striking contiguity between martial and civilian cultures in the twentieth century' requires further exploration. 115 
IV
This article explores sex and romance as under-examined aspects of wartime masculinities through a focus on letters from servicemen recipients of 'comforts' to girls and women who knitted for the war effort. Servicemen's letters to anonymous knitters reveal many aspects of their emotional lives: their isolation, loneliness, bodily discomfort, desires for distraction, fears of being forgotten. They also reveal a desire to engage with women, not as degendered wartime workers, but as potential lovers, girlfriends, and wives; and a belief that romantic connection would assuage difficult emotions and make their present circumstances more bearable. This is evident in many of the letters sent to Doris Dockrill and also in Jim Gilbert's early letters to Norah Hodgkinson. Sam Gibbs, while more chaste, saw romance as an appropriate vehicle for intimacy in his correspondence with Mollie Baker (and, as he reports, his friendship with Joan, the ATS girl). The concept of 'temperate heroism' provides a framework for understanding what was essentially a 'gift relationship': women produced knitted comforts and letters in support of men's endeavours to fulfil their heroic role, while the letters of gratitude which form the men's 'return' expressed romantic intimacy, vulnerability, and the need for love, thus confirming women's successful performance of their patriotic duty.
A focus on sex and romance in servicemen's letters reveals diverse desires, however, some playful, some romantic, others ambiguous, and some plainly exploitative. Jim Gilbert's letters are particularly interesting in this respect, revealing how servicemen were able to manipulate their image as 'heroes' to perform transgressive and even deviant behaviours. Gilbert's letters support evidence that there was much 'intemperate' sexual activity in wartime, both in theatres of war and on the home front, ranging from promiscuity, the belief that sex was a reward for 27 For gender as a ritualised social performance linked to the public assertion of a gendered 'sense of self', see Judith Butler, Gender trouble: feminism and the subversion of identity (London, 2006 (London, [1990 ). Thanks to Chris Hopkins for an illuminating conversation on the functions of the ditty box.
